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A Bagful of Teeth
Rachel comes home from her first term at
Oxford to find that she has been designated
by her family as carer to her grandmother
Hannah, whos been traumatised by seeing
her friend, Mr Patel a Pakistani shopkeeper
attacked and mugged. Rachel barely knows
her grandmother and is not happy with this
duty. However as it unfolds she moves
from reluctant, resentful, obligation to a
place of wanting Hannah to get respect and
hopefully closure, a cure for the unnerving,
odd bouts of confusion that beset her.
Unfortunately, closure is the very opposite
of what actually happens to this can of very
strange worms. The caring becomes a
complicated voyage of discovery not only
into Hannahs past life of Holocaust
survival but also the past lives of her
mothers family. From the pogroms and
ghettos of Imperial Russia and prejudices
of pre-war Austria Rachel comes face to
face with her own prejudices against the
Orthodox Jewish life and more importantly
with the secrets that shaped and still
control the present. This is a story about
changes, welcome and unwelcome,
changes in families, in faith, in culture.
Immigrant or alien? Is homeland the place
you come from or the place youve run to?
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